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What was your most astonishing experience on a social network?

I am continually amazed at how social media platforms – Twitter, Tumblr, Facebook – ban

and silence radical feminist speech. This has happened numerous times to me and to other

women. See http://genderidentitywatch.com/2013/09/01/bugbrennan-on-

twitter/ , http://genderidentitywatch.com/2013/10/25/pegasusbug-

twitter/ , http://wwomenwwarriors.wordpress.com/2013/06/23/hey-what-happened-to-bra-

busters/

How do you think the rights of women and girls worldwide are enhanced by

social networks?

Social networks enable women of like political views to meet in a virtual environment and

raise consciousness in a virtual format. This is an invaluable organising tool.

 

What do you think social networks sites can do to be more friendly—and safe—

for women and girls?

Social networks must take greater care with their policies regarding abuse and hate speech.

Social networks have adopted a liberal feminist position of what is permissible feminist

speech. This definition clearly marginalized those of us who come from a radical feminist

background.

 

What do you think social networks owners should do to insure safety on their

sites?

Social networks must adopt more rigorous policies about abuse and stalking. Twitter is
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particularly bad, as the Retweet button is used to encourage viral pile ons of a user. A

Retweet of an unpopular political opinion garners a flurry of abusive tweets. If the unpopular

opinion holder responds, she will surely be targeted for spam, even though she is only

responding to the person who initiated the interaction.

 

What is your vision of how social networks could shape our world?

As a consciousness raising tool, social networks increase the reach of women, enabling us to

organise across borders. Once the connection is made, it is up to women to organise in the

brick-and-mortar world to bring to reality the vision for which they advocate online.

 

Cathy Brennan is a long time lesbian activist in Baltimore, Maryland. Cathy has been

involved in numerous legislative campaigns, most notably the Anti-Discrimination Act of

2002, which banned discrimination based on sexual orientation in employment, housing

and public accommodations. Cathy also actively lobbied in support of Maryland HB 235 in

2011, which would have banned discrimination based on gender identity in employment and

housing. Cathy currently focuses her advocacy on the eradication of gender stereotypes,

the promotion of radical feminism, the defense of women-only space and the fight against

male violence against women and children.
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Melissa says:

October 26, 2013 at 1:20 pm

”…radical feminist speech…”

What continues to amaze me, is that speaking up for our rights without compromising,

is considered radical.

And, what is a liberal feminist supposed to be? Somebody who is not radical enough to

reject all sexism but only reject some sexism?
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wwomenwwarriors says:

October 27, 2013 at 1:11 am

I think you are misunderstanding what radical feminism actually is. Radical feminism is
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a specific point of analysis with extensive work put into developing a general

framework, within which there are various in-depth explorations of women’s

oppression under patriarchy and prescriptions for how to resolve this. Radicals are not

responsible for the way pop culture misunderstands the various manifestations of

feminism or for the way we are pit against one another as ‘right’ feminists (libfems)

and ‘wrong’ feminists (the too radical radfems) without having a glance at all into our

literature, herstory, and ‘political’ position. Our ‘politics’ hardly resemble a male-

identified concept of politics, but a much deeper, holistic approach to it. Liberal

feminists are quite bluntly a patriarchal manifestation of backlash against women who

were getting far too close to hitting jackpot, so a male-identified, male-controlled

version of feminism emerged that is compatible with patriarchy as usual. If you think I

am being too harsh, consider that FEMEN is run by a man and various libfem websites

and blogs are run by men. Even John Stoltenberg threw in with the libfems in the end,

choosing to stay on the side that is more welcoming to males and male wants. Radicals

have always been women working with women for women, and our analysis is quite

otherworldly for this.
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